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30-Day Lesson Plan
Length
Time/Day
Total Time

30 days
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30 hours
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Day 1
10:00
5:00
8:00

Pre-Survey
Assess prior knowledge: Ask students to briefly share their ideas about engineering.
What do engineers do? What kinds of things do they create?
Watch the following videos about engineering.
Video: What’s an Engineer? (CC) (youtube.com/watch?v=owHF9iLyxic)
Video: What is Engineering? (UON) (youtube.com/watch?v=bipTWWHya8A)

5:00

Word Splash: Write the word “Engineer” on the board in large letters. After watching
both videos, ask students to share their new ideas. Is this what students thought engineers did? Are there any things engineers do that surprised them?
As students say their ideas out loud, write key words that summarize their ideas on the
board around the word “Engineer” (e.g., problem solvers, robots, etc.).

15:00

Read/listen to chapters 1–3 of Talk to Me.

10:00

Watch the following videos about selective mutism.
Video: Selective Mutism: Basics (youtube.com/watch?v=1rvjeHSCG_0)
Video (OPTIONAL): Curing Kids with Extreme Social Phobias: Selective Mutism
(abcnews.go.com/Nightline/video/
curing-kids-extreme-social-phobias-15176268)

5:00

Discuss the videos in relation to the Talk to Me novel. Why doesn’t Maddie
talk? Help students realize that Maddie actually can’t talk, even if she wants to, because
her anxiety is so extreme.
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Day 2
6:20
3:00
2:00
10:00
15:00

Video: What is Engineering? (NSF) (youtube.com/watch?v=FAJGx3zP-Eo)
Review student ideas about engineering and add to the Word Splash.
A central theme should be that engineers are creative, and engineers help people by
solving problems.
Review what happened in chapters 1–3 of Talk to Me.
Guiding questions: Where are Sadina and Rio? Where is Maddie? How are Rio and
Sadina feeling? How is Maddie feeling?
Chapters 4–5
Character Experts: Have students get in four groups. Each group will become an
expert on one of the main characters (Sadina, Maddie, Rio, and Catalina) and make a
poster about their character. The poster can include drawings, quotes, adjectives, likes/
dislikes, etc. Have each group share their posters.
NOTE: The Talk to Me Novel Guide has pages with facts about each character. You may
want to consider making this available to students.

10:00

Watch the following videos about engineering.
Video: Advances in Neurotechnology
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/eng06.sci.engin.design.
mindmatter/advances-in-neurotechnology/)
Video: Mind-Controlled Robotic Arm
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvsn6.sci.tech.arm/
mind-controlled-robotic-arm/)
Video: Mind-Controlled Limbs and Home-Made Skin
(youtube.com/watch?v=t65lW8twCj0)

5:00

Discuss: What cool things did the students notice in these videos? Did anything surprise them? What questions do they have?
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Day 3
10:00
2:00

15:00
3:00
30:00

Chapter 6
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: Why do you think Flynn acted so aggressive about having Sadina
turn off his phone? Have you ever thought someone was acting strange? Did you eventually find out there was a reason for it?
Chapters 7–8
Discuss/Predict: What do you think Sadina’s mom and dad were talking about?
Pick from the following activities.
A) Sound
Video: What is Sound? (youtube.com/watch?v=3-xKZKxXuu0)
Have students make their own “instruments” out of cups and rubber bands
B) Recycling
Discuss: What items get recycled? (Metal, plastic, paper, etc.) What are the different characteristics of those items that might allow machines to separate them at a
recycling facility? (Magnetism, weight, etc.)
Video: How Recycling Works (youtube.com/watch?v=b7GMpjx2jDQ)
NOTE: Remind students that engineers created these processes!
C) Princess and the Pea: Videos/Discussion
Video: The Princess and The Pea (youtube.com/watch?v=qRIQaGCXdZY)
Video: The Princess and The Pea—Fixed Fairy Tales
(youtube.com/watch?v=IPytbUghpJM)
Then, discuss: What do you think of the story of the Princess and the Pea? Is putting a pea under mattresses a good test of whether someone is a princess? Which
version of the story did you like better? How would you rewrite the story? Does it
matter if someone is a princess?
D) Eavesdropping
Acting: Make up skits about eavesdropping and then present them.

Continued
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Writing: Individually or in groups, write short stories about eavesdropping. Make
them as dramatic as possible!
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Day 4
5:00
40:00

Chapter 9
Activity: AI’s the Limit!
Complete Part A. (See separate lesson plan.)
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Day 5
3:00
10:00
5:00

1:55
20:00
10:00

Review plot of Talk to Me.
Guiding questions: What happened in the previous chapter? (Maddie said Bella could
talk.) How did Sadina feel about that? (Confused/scared.)
Chapters 10–11
Recap/discuss the chapters.
Guiding questions: Do you think it would ever be possible to program a computer to talk
like a human? For example, could Rio create a computer to make Sadina believe she was
talking to the real Rio? Are Maddie’s classmates nice to her? Why or why not?
Video: What is the Turing Test? (youtube.com/watch?v=sXx-PpEBR7k)
Chapters 12–14
Recap/discuss the chapters.
Guiding questions: Would it be ethically okay for Sadina and Rio to break into Sadina’s
mom’s desk drawer? Are there any circumstances in which it would be? Have you ever
thought a friend did something wrong? What did you do about it?
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Day 6
18:00
5:00
5:00

Chapters 15–16
Recap/discuss the chapters.
Guiding questions: Who do you think came in came in the house? Do you think it was
Rio? Parallel Rio and Sadina with Elizabeth and Flynn. How are their situations similar?
Watch the following videos.
Video: Kid Inventor: Tennis Ball Picker-Upper
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.engin.design.ztennis/
kid-inventor-tennis-ball-picker-upper/)
Video: Scientist Profile: Engineer (Supersoaker)
(http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/
c51a09c3-0c98-4b74-af9d-9bfadfcf2a98/)

10:00

Watch the following video.
Video: Innovative Robots that Will Make Our Lives Better
(youtube.com/watch?v=vef4ZbVga4I)
NOTE: This video has a very mild mention of beer at the end. Feel free to skip
the video or stop at 9:00 it if that’s inappropriate for your students!

15:00

Pick one of the following.
A) Inventions
Write or Draw: What would you invent? Ask students to think of problems/ideas
to which they want to invent solutions, and brainstorm some wild ideas! What
would you need to know in order to create your invention? Research information!
B) Robots
Act: How do you think robots in the future might change your morning routine?
Make up skits in small groups and present!
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Day 7
14:00
3:00

20:00

Chapters 17–18
Recap the chapters.
Guiding questions: What does Sadina see on Rio’s computer? (The software.) Do
YOU think Rio took it? Who called Sadina’s house? (Flynn.) What did he say? (That
Elizabeth, Sadina’s mom, shouldn’t tell anyone anything.) How do you think Sadina is
feeling? (Scared/worried/sad.)
Watch the following videos.
Video: Making Stuff Stronger
(pbs.org/wgbh/nova/tech/making-stuff.html#making-stuff-stronger)
START THIS VIDEO AT 41:25
Video: RoboSnail
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/eng06.sci.engin.systems.robosnail/
robosnail/)
Video: RoboBees to the Rescue
(pbs.org/wgbh/nova/tech/robobees-rescue.html)
Video: Let’s All Pull Together: Team of μTug Microrobots Pulls a Car
(youtube.com/watch?v=wU8Q7gIdiMI)

5:00
12:15
3:43

Discuss, Write, and/or Draw: Think of a bug or spider you’ve seen before. What is it
good at? Is there anything that ability could help humans with?
Chapter 19
Video: How Smells Trigger Memories (youtube.com/watch?v=vY-HbcPInXw)
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Day 8
20:00
3:00

16:00

Chapters 20–22
Recap the chapters.
Guiding questions: How is Maddie feeling? (Sad/confused/scared.) Who does Flynn
blame for the money going missing? (Elizabeth/Sadina’s mom.) How does Sadina feel
when she finds out Catalina is at Rio’s house? (Confused/annoyed/sad.)
Watch the following videos.
Video: Velcro (pbslearningmedia.org/resource/lpsc10.sci.life.velcro/velcro/)
Video: Wild Inspired Robot Arms
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvmms.sci.eng.roboarm/
wild-inspired-robotic-arms/)
Video: Scientist Profile: Ocean Engineer
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/
e7f56842-4f05-4bdc-bb6f-3910d593eb9b/)
Video: Biomorphic Robots
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/stn15.cte.stem.biomorphic/
biomorphic-robots/)

20:00

Animal-Inspired Superheroes
Part 1) Brainstorm: Choose several extreme animal characteristics (e.g., elephant trunk, giraffe neck, suction cup frog toes, lobster claws, etc.) and write
them on the board. Have students brainstorm ways that each of these animal features could help them in their daily lives (e.g., reach far-away objects,
see over crowds, climb up walls). List these ideas on the board under each
characteristic.
Part 2)

Design a Superhero: Have each student pick at least 3 extreme animal
characteristics (ones you already discussed, or they can pick new ones), and
draw their own superhero with superpowers inspired by animals. Give the superhero a name, and explain its superpowers. What villain is their superhero
especially equipped to defeat? How does mimicking animal qualities help the
superhero? (EXAMPLE: Super Ned has a Super Nose that looks like an elephant trunk, and uses it to help rescue cats that are stuck in trees.)
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Day 9
15:00
3:00

5:00

Chapter 23
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: Do you think Sadina is brave in this chapter? Use evidence from the
text to describe why or why not. Sadina compares everyone frozen in Rio’s house to a
scene in a natural history museum. What is similar about these two images?
Video: This Film Sucks! The Science of Leeches for Geek Week
(youtube.com/watch?v=jerqq06uxAo)
Discuss: Based on the video, why does Sadina compare Catalina to a leech?

8:00
6:00
2:39
6:00
6:00

Chapter 24
Draw: Draw all of the characters (or, draw one of the characters) in the scene at the beginning of the chapter, paying attention to the way they’re all described.
Video: Scientist Profile: Robotic Life Scientist
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/
d5b1aac9-3449-4b81-8896-2f139fe72250/)
Video: What Will the Future Be Like? Wearable Robots
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nsn12.sci.engin.design.robots/
wearable-robots/)
Watch the following videos.
Video: Scientist Profile: Biomedical Engineer
(pbslearningmedia.org/
resource/19601c74-6972-423d-b8dc-5be13e952c30/)
Video: Re-engineering Sight | BrainCraft
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/
sight-vision-science-video-braincraft-1048/
e-engineering-sight-braincraft/)

5:00

Briefly discuss: How can engineers help people and bodies? If students were bioengineers, what kind of projects would they want to work on?
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Day 10
8:00
2:00

4:00
2:00

10:00
5:00

20:00

Chapter 25
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: Have you ever said or done something to a parent or family member
that you regretted—either immediately or later on (like Sadina does with her mom in the
driveway)? What did you do about it? What do you think will happen when Sadina gives
the cat to Maddie?
Chapter 26
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: Is this what you thought would happen when Sadina gave Maddie
the cat? Why or why not? Why do you think Bella didn’t respond to Maddie? What do
you think Sadina should do now? What do you think she will do?
Chapter 27
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: Did Sadina do the right thing by asking Rio what was going on with
him and the software? Were the choices Rio made the best possible choices? What other
options did he have? If you had been Rio when Catalina proposed this scheme, what
would you have done and said?
Write/Draw/Act
What will technology be like in 100 years? Brainstorm a list of possible future technologies or robots, what they might be capable of, and how they will help people. Encourage
wild ideas (e.g., flying cars to get places faster, shrinking machines to pack many objects
in a suitcase, etc.)!
Draw a picture of the future, write a story about the day in the life of your great-greatgreat grandchild, or write and act out a scene about what a school day might be like with
new technology!
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Day 11
12:00
8:00

20:00

Chapter 28
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: If you were Rio, would you tell Mr. J. what you did? Why or why
not? What should Rio do about Catalina’s anger? Should Rio be punished? Why do you
think Rio is smiling when he leaves with Mr. J. to go the principal’s office? What does
each team member (Sadina, Paulie, Monica, Catalina, and Rio) bring to the team? How
does each make the team better?
Watch the following videos about engineering airplanes.
Video: How Airplanes Are Made (youtube.com/watch?v=7rMgpExA4kM)
Video: Engineer Profile: Victoria Wilk
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/aeroeng-sci-eng-victoria/
engineer-profile-victoria-wilk/)
Video: Engineer Profile: Simon Bahr
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/aeroeng-sci-eng-simon/
engineer-profile-simon-bahr/)
Video: How to Make a Paper Airplane (youtube.com/watch?v=7KPaxKUDj6I)

20:00

Paper Airplane Challenge: Have students build paper airplanes based on the video
above. Then, allow them to experiment using paper clips, tape, etc. They can make up
their own designs or look up designs online. If you want, have a competition to see who
can fly their plane the farthest.
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Day 12
8:00
4:00

8:00

Chapter 29
Recap/discuss the chapter.
Guiding questions: If you were Sadina’s parents, would you believe that the robot cat
would work? What do you think Monica and Paulie will do to stall the police officers?
What do you think will happen to Elizabeth?
Watch the following videos about engineering on Mars.
Video: Engineer Profile: Myron Fletcher
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/aeroeng-sci-eng-myron/
engineer-profile-myron-fletcher)
Video: Sandeep Yayathi: Robotics Engineer
(pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mss13.sci.engin.design.robeng/
sandeep-yayathi-robotics-engineer)

30:00

Choose one of the following.
A) Write: In small groups, have students make a two-column / T-chart list of “Things
that would be easier for a robot to do on Mars” versus “Things that would be easier for a human to do on Mars” (shorten to “Easier for Robots” vs. “Easier for
Humans”).
EXAMPLE: Robots (picking up heavy things, doing boring jobs for a long
time, not needing food, not getting lonely), Humans (make sense of new information, notice something new and interesting to explore, making decisions).
B) Draw and write: Imagine you’ve just landed on Mars (or any new planet) for the
first time, after spending 9 months travelling in a space ship. The only other person
with you is Robonaut (is he a person?).
Write a letter back home to your friends/family about your first day on Mars. What
did you see and explore? How did you set up your new home? Include at least three
tasks that you did, and at least three tasks you made Robonaut do. Don’t forget to
add pictures!
ALTERNATIVE: Instead of letters, students can write a series of journal entries (Day 1, Day 2, etc.).
TWIST: Something goes wrong on Day 2—what is it, and who is better at fixing the problem, you or Robonaut?
Act it out! After writing, have students act out their scenes!
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Day 13
15:00
5:00

15:00
25:00

Chapters 30–32
Recap/discuss the ending of the book.
Guiding questions: How are Sadina and her friends engineers? Did students like the
ending? Why or why not? Why was it so important that Sadina and her friends use Bella
rather than a regular computer?
Write a story about the characters one year later. What is Maddie like? Are
Sadina and Rio dating? Are Catalina and Sadina friends, or enemies?
Begin learning adventure: Trapped in Time (throughmywindow.org)
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Day 14
60:00

Continue learning adventure: Trapped in Time (throughmywindow.org)
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Day 15
30:00
30:00

Finish learning adventure: Trapped in Time (throughmywindow.org)
Try one of the activities from the Stanford D-school (Design school).
The possible topics the D-school provides are redesigning the wallet or redesigning the
gift-giving experience—or you can choose your own topic! If you want help with this, let
me know!
(https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/groups/designresources/wiki/4dbb2/
The_Wallet_Project.html)
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Day 16
60:00

Finish the Stanford D-School activity.
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Day 17
60:00

Begin learning adventure: Rio’s Brain (throughmywindow.org)
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Day 18
60:00

Activity: Does My Brain Have a Mind of Its Own?
Begin Part A.
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Day 19
30:00
30:00

Activity: Does My Brain Have a Mind of Its Own?
Finish Part A.
Continue learning adventure: Rio’s Brain (throughmywindow.org)
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Day 20
30:00
30:00

Continue learning adventure: Rio’s Brain (throughmywindow.org)
Activity: Tell Me What to Do!
Complete Part A.
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Day 21
60:00

Activity: Tell Me What to Do!
Finish Part A, then begin Part B.
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Day 22
30:00
30:00

Activity: Tell Me What to Do!
Finish Part B.
Continue learning adventure: Rio’s Brain (throughmywindow.org)
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Day 23
60:00

Activity: How Are You Feeling?
Complete Part A.
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Day 24
13:11
10:00

30:00

Video: A Face in the Crowd: Say Goodbye to Anonymity
(youtube.com/watch?v=mnfWZvU_Jqo)
Discuss or Write: Despite the fact that creating machines that could recognize faces
was hard for engineers, they’ve figured out how to do it. Now, companies are allowed
to use facial recognition on people without permission. Do students think that’s okay?
Should they need to have your permission before using facial recognition on you? What
do you think facial recognition might be used for in the future?
Finish learning adventure: Rio’s Brain (throughmywindow.org)
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Day 25
60:00

Activity: Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
Complete Part A.
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Day 26
30:00
30:00

Activity: Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
Complete Part B.
Activity: Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
Begin Part C (Big Hero 6 movie).
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Day 27
60:00

Activity: Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
Continue Part C (Big Hero 6 movie).
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Day 28
20:00
10:00
5:00
25:00

Activity: Would Robots Make Good Caretakers?
Finish Part C (Big Hero 6 movie).
Discuss Big Hero 6. Use the watching guide provided in Would Robots Make Good
Caretakers? activity.
Video: Programming a Robot (Cyberchase)
(http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/
wnet08.sci.engin.systems.wnetrobot1/programming-a-robot/)
Pick one or two of the following activities.
A) Robot Obstacle Course
Basic robots can only follow the instructions given by their programmers. Have
students get in pairs—designate one partner as the “Robot,” and one partner as the
“Programmer.” The Programmer’s job is to guide their Robot around obstacles in
the room (desks, chairs) and pick up an object on the other side of the room (e.g.,
a water bottle or book). The Robot is blindfolded (or has their eyes closed) and
can only move following the exact instructions their programmer gives them (turn
right, take three steps forward, etc.). Then, have partners switch roles and do it
again! Afterwards, discuss the importance of giving specific directions (designating
the size of steps, how much to turn). This activity can be completed outside.
B) Tie Your Shoes Like a Robot
Similar to the Robot Obstacle Course game, one partner is the Robot and another
partner is the Programmer. The Programmer must instruct their Robot to tie their
shoes, but the Robot (blindfolded or eyes closed) can only perform actions/movements given by their programmer. Then, have partners switch roles and do it again!
Afterwards, discuss the importance of giving very specific directions. Humans are
good at using their senses to understand a new situation, but robots need to be given specific instructions.
C) Practice Programming with Scratch (IF HAVE COMPUTER ACCESS)
(https://scratch.mit.edu/)
Click “Create” and individual students can follow the tutorial to practice the basics
of computer programming by making interactive stories, games, and animations.
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Day 29
50:00
10:00

Video: IBM Watson: Smartest Machine ever built—Documentary
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cAv2SKXMDk)
Discuss the video. Use the watching guide for discussion questions.
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Day 30
10:00

Post-Survey
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